EC rejects demand of 22 parties to check VVPAT slips before counting
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### Break-in at IAF Rafale office in Paris fuel espionage fears

**Opus gokt’s elevation of 4 judges to SC as court sticks to names**

### IAF accomplishes BrahMos feat

**The New York Times**

The Indian Air Force (IAF) has successfully test-fired BrahMos, a medium-range, surface-to-air, supersonic cruise missile with a range of 100 to 200 km, in the early hours of Wednesday.

### CAPSULE

**Sindhu wins again as she tramples Bae in 2nd round**

**Politics 01, Delhi 29**

The government is learnt to be moving fast to clear its four judges’ elevation for the Supreme Court, sources said Wednesday. The moves are aimed to ensure that the elevation process formally comes to an end by the top of Wednesday, the sources said.

### PROUD OF MY FILMS: SANYA MALHOTRA

**14 VIVA CHICAS**

The Irrfan Khan actress is back in the centre of a bitter dispute after the IAF successfully test-fired a BrahMos missile from its indigenous combat aircraft on Saturday, December 5, 2020.
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FEDERAL security arrangements have been made in the state for the counting of votes on Thursday. Security arrangements have been made on the lines of the last election and the number of personnel on duty has been increased. The Election Commission (EC) has directed that the counting of votes will begin at 9 a.m. and the counting personnel will enter the counting centre at 7 a.m. Security checkpoints have been provided at all gates of the counting centre, and video surveillance has been made to ensure the smooth conduct of the counting process.

A senior official told reporters that after a hectic poll campaign and several false allegations made by the opposition parties, the EC has taken several steps to ensure smooth and transparent counting. The officials have been asked to ensure that the counting personnel are properly trained and equipped with latest technology to prevent any cheating or manipulation. The officials have been instructed to immediately report any incident of cheating or malfunctioning of electronic voting machines.

The EC has directed that the counting personnel should ensure that all the EVMs and VVPATs are in proper working condition. The officials have been asked to ensure that the EVMs are not tampered with in any way and that the VVPATs are properly attached to the EVMs. The officials have been instructed to immediately report any EVM or VVPAT that is not working properly.
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CISH, CIJPM to conduct survey on red-banded caterpillar soon

T he Central Institute of Sugarcane Improvement (CISH), Lucknow, and the Central Institute of Jute Processing and Management (CIJPM), Faridpur, Bangladesh, are going to organize a survey for the incidence of red-banded caterpillar and stone weevil in Lucknow, Haridwar, Chandigarh and Haridwar, respectively. The survey is aimed at understanding the extent of the problem and to develop effective management strategies.

STUDENTS HONOURED

Harsh Maliks (28.7%), Aashu Dua (29.3%), Anjali Singh (77.5%), Anamika (34.8%), and Avneet Kaur (28.6%) were honored for their academic merit and in accordance with the purpose of academic interactions, "this will provide the students with Lucknow University's Zoology Department.

Abducted student rescued

S cientist Manoj Singh, son of Abhilek Singh, a senior official of the Planning Development Authority (PFA) in Lucknow, was abducted from a parking lot in the city on Monday evening. The abduction occurred near the Civil Station in the city. Singh was rescued by the police the same day from a nearby village. The police have launched an investigation into the incident.

IIISR, ITM varsity sign MoU for academic interaction

The Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research, Lucknow, signed an MoU with the ITM University, Gwalior, to facilitate academic interaction and collaboration between the two institutions. The MoU aims to facilitate academic and research collaboration and to promote the exchange of faculty and students between the two universities.

The media spokesperson of IIISR, Mr. Anil said that the IIISR will give a scholarship of Rs. 270,000 to each selected student. The IIISR will provide the scholarship to students who have passed the 12th standard examination from the state of Uttar Pradesh.
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Govt deliberately misled court in Rafale case, say petitioners

New Delhi: Former Union Minister Yashwant Sinha on Wednesday wrote to the Attorney General to call for a court-monitored mechanism to ensure that any such decision is transparent and that there are no political influences at play. He has also asked for a review of the Rafale deal which is under probe by the Enforcement Directorate. He alleged that the court was being misled and that there were political influences at play in the Rafale deal.

Govt shortlists 5 cities for yoga day

New Delhi: The Ministry of AYUSH announced the shortlisting of 5 cities for the international yoga day to be observed on June 21 this year. The cities shortlisted are New Delhi, Patna, Haridwar, Rishikesh and Ranchi.

There will be tit-for-tat: Paswan replies

Lucknow: Union Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar earlier this week, under pressure from the Opposition, had alleged that the central government had misled the Supreme Court on the Rafale deal. After the allegations, there was a meeting between the central government and the court.

Govt issues advisory to ptv tv channels

Pvt TV Channels (PTV) have been asked to hold all the communication activity and programs related to political parties, candidates, and election. This comes as a part of the government's efforts to curb the spread of false and misleading information during the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.

SC grants protection from arrest till May 28 to BJP candidate from Barpore

The Supreme Court on Wednesday granted protection from arrest to BJP candidate from Barrackpore, Meenakshi Thakur, who is contesting the Lok Sabha elections from the Bengal constituency.

Bhawana 1st woman pilot to qualify as fully-fledged fighter

Bhawana Kanth, an Indian Air Force (IAF) officer, will become the first Indian woman to qualify as a fully-fledged fighter pilot. She has cleared all the necessary tests and will be commissioned in the Indian Air Force as a fighter pilot.

No transit accommodation in hotels for newly-elected MPs

The Union government has decided not to provide transit accommodation to newly-elected Members of Parliament (MPs) to and from places of work. The decision is aimed at reducing the expenses of the government and ensuring transparency in expenditure.

ATT directs Govt to submit all records related to selection of chief by May 29

The Attorney General for India (AG) on Thursday directed the government to submit all records related to the selection of the next Chief Justice of India (CJI) by May 29.

Rattled by exit polls, JeM calls for attacks


Govt's path to proving its innocence in Rafale case

The government's efforts to prove its innocence in the Rafale case are not going as planned. The Supreme Court has adjourned the hearing on the matter and has reserved its order.

Protests against Pakistan in the UK

Protesting the Pakistan government's actions against the Kashmiri people, a group of people gathered outside the Pakistani High Commission in London, demanding the release of all the arrested protesters.
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BJP questioned EMVs: first Siddaramaiah

Siddaramaiah: For the first time in the 2019 Lok Sabha polls, the Congress has decided to contest with EMVs in 28 seats, out of which it has won 77.

BJP has demanded that the EMVs be removed and that the EVMs be replaced with VVPATs.
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Lalu’s absence was big challenge while fighting polls: Tej Pratap

The former Bihar health minister said the result would be “surprising”.

Pratap was not present in the counting centre when the EC declared the result.

While speaking in the dinning room of the residence on Wednesday, at 11 am, the former chief minister said, “I am feelingtabsent today. I am going to the hospital. I can’t come.”

He further said, “I am feeling tabsent. I can’t come.”

He added, “I am feeling tabsent. I can’t come.”
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Time for cricket

The great Indian political mantra that we see every five years is over, now the quadrennial cricket World Cup is here.

India has fond memories of the Cricket World Cup (CWC). It was the first time on April 6, that India defeated Pakistan in its title-deciding clash on an-the-head-matt put off Vivian Richards back in 1983, it left the stirring sight of the Indian team’s triumph in the first World Cup.

But the ICC’s recent decision to announce a cricket world cup every two years has raised several questions in the minds of many observers. The most controversial question is whether the ICC can really defend itself against the claims of bias or favoritism in the selection of participating teams. The ICC has a history of making decisions that are perceived as biased in favor of certain countries. For example, its decision to host the CWC in India and Bangladesh in 2011, despite the enormous logistical and financial challenges it presented, has been criticized.

More importantly, the Hillary Clinton administration’s vision of a greater global neighborhood included a focus on the need for the United States to lead a “new global order” characterized by an open trading system, democratization, and the promotion of human rights.

The Government of Nepal had already announced that it would remove the construction of roads in line with India and Nepal have been cleared by the Nepal Elections Commission (NEC) for the Polls. As the former chief election commissioner for Nepal (the body with Tibet). 


Another issue which the EC needs to act on positively is the need for greater transparency and accountability in the electoral process. In times when the credibility of elections is questioned, it is crucial for the EC to demonstrate its credibility in promoting free and fair elections. 

The voters have expressed their confidence in the EC’s ability to conduct fair and free elections. The EC must continue to work towards building public trust and confidence in the electoral process. 

The EC is well positioned to take on this challenge and ensure that the next elections are conducted in a transparent and accountable manner. 

The EC must continue to work towards building public trust and confidence in the electoral process. The EC must continue to work towards building public trust and confidence in the electoral process. 

The EC must continue to work towards building public trust and confidence in the electoral process. The EC must continue to work towards building public trust and confidence in the electoral process.
The re-imposition of US sanctions on Iran is the biggest threat to the Chabahar port. Both India and Iran must muster enough political will and economic rationale to justify its worth making possible the transportation of all of Afghanistan’s exports through Chabahar. The US does not make any notice of Chabahar. Therefore, Chabahar port will only be useful for carrying merchandise originating in Afghanistan or to the other nations, especially for transshipment of cargoes owned, merchants, and shipping lines. Particularly, banking transactions should be done without limitations.

The US may not agree to an aim to provide a sanctions waiver to the countries exporting their goods to Afghanistan. India is not concerned with the welfare made by the Chabahar port. But it definitely will have an impact on the growth of the port. While India is under sanctions, Chabahar cannot really achieve the growth set for the project. The Russian market, on the other hand, is already a dominant country in this geographic region. The Russian market, on the other hand, is already a dominant country in this geographic region. The Russian administration does not have enough resources to support the port, and the prime minister has no economic incentive to invest in this time. If the two countries can manage to sign a joint agreement with their major role would be involved. But all that appears in first glance, the Chabahar port’s prospects remain uncertain.

The Chabahar is strictly an economic project. But what places such as recent developments in Central Asia, strategic and economic justification of Chabahar for India, and Iranian and Russian economies on the other hand, is also more than their development, bringing down the plastic exposure. As plastics take centuries to degrade, disposal in landfill makes plastics into the atmosphere, as well as locked-up carbon. The materials themselves are harmful to the environment and are reported publicly if more than a certain size. This makes it necessary to adopt strategies to reduce the environmental footprint of plastics.
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Sensex spurs 140 pts ahead of poll outcome

PTI

The benchmark BSE Sensex ended 140 points higher, while Nifty rallied 44 points in banking and auto stocks ahead of the general election results. The benchmark—surging over 300 points during the session—ended 164.81 points higher at 38,903.87. The broader NSE Nifty rose 28.80 points, or 0.25 per cent, to 11,711.01.

Indiabulls Bank was the biggest gainer in the Sensex pack, rallying 8.84 per cent, followed by SBI, Maruti, Mahindra & Mahindra, Power Grid, Tata Motors, RBL Bank, HCL Tech, Bharti Airtel, and Coal India.

In sectoral indices, the BSE Bankex gained 4.74 per cent, while the retail and auto indices rallied nearly 2.5 per cent each.

On the other hand, Yes Bank, Tata Motors, and ICICI Bank closed in the red, dragging the Sensex and Nifty lower.

The overall market capitalisation—valued at over Rs 142 lakh crore—rose to 142.39 lakh crore at 2:32 pm.

The election results are expected to boost the market sentiment, with the着眼市场情绪。Hot Bermuda's election campaign is expected to boost the market sentiment, with the eyes of the investors and traders focusing on the results. The market is expected to remain positive, with the vote sentiment expected to boost the overall sentiment.

The Sensex and Nifty are expected to remain volatile in the near term, with the outcome of the election results likely to impact the market sentiment. The market is expected to remain positive, with the vote sentiment expected to boost the overall sentiment.
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SpiceJet launches 20 new domestic flights

SpiceJet, India's third-largest domestic airline, launched 20 new domestic flights on Saturday, with 16 of them connecting major cities and metros with smaller cities.

The new services, which include flights in regional destinations such as Thrissur, Tirunelveli, Veliko and Tiruppur from Mumbai, will be launched between May 26 and May 30. SpiceJet said in a statement.

The new routes will be operated by the airline's fleet of Boeing 737-800 aircraft.

The airline said it had increased its capacity by 20 per cent, with the new flights connecting major cities and metros with smaller cities.
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India determined to fight terrorism, Swaraj tells SCO

India has adopted a multi-pronged warfare approach, which includes - develop human resources, pre-positioning of early warning system, digital surveillance and ensuring systems vulnerability.

Swaraj said India is committed to ensuring comprehensive security, which is evident from efforts to revamp the Indian missile defence system. For the first time since 2015, the South Asia Stabilization Fund (the JSF) and the Economic Community of the South South will be able to work in tandem, with the Indian government providing financial support for the project.

The Joint Statement said that India is committed to ensuring comprehensive security, which is evident from efforts to revamp the Indian missile defence system. This has been achieved through a multi-pronged approach, including the development of a new generation of air defence systems, the use of advanced technologies and the establishment of a joint research and development framework.
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We disagree with that approach. ‘That’s a fact,’ President says reporters.

**Judge orders Trump accounting firm to hand over records to Congress**

As we disagree with that approach, ‘That’s a fact,’ President says reporters.

In its authority to investigate House Oversight Committee, CNN reported.
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A holiday in the Maldives not only provides the ultimate in perfect relaxation, it also introduces guests to the essence of pure nature says, ANTIKA SAXENA

**EXPERIENTIAL STAY**

Maldives offers accommodations in every category, where you can choose from a guesthouse, hotel or resort.

**SUSTAINABLE VACATION**

The Maldives is the white-sand, palm-fringed tropical paradise. The water is so clear you can see the brightly colored fish swimming and feeding like a kaleidoscope of life. Scuba diving can do just that or simply sit on the beach and watch the fish play. If you want the ultimate relaxation experience, you can stay in a water villa.

**ACTIVITIES GALORE**

You can choose from a plethora of activities. Whether it is a romantic lazy stroll by the beach, a safari to explore the islands, a snorkeling or scuba diving trip to explore the underwater life or a water sports adventure, the Maldives has something for everyone.

**JNKK JAMPSHI Buddist trail**

A visit to the Northern region of the Maldives provides a parallel experience to the Southern region. The Punkah is a spiritual and historical site and is believed to be the birthplace of Buddhism in the Maldives.

The bank of River Chennab where Lord Buddha instructed his disciple, Vimalakirti, contains a huge stone with an image of Lord Buddha resting on it. This image is known as "Wat Mangal" and is considered sacred by the Buddhist community.

**BHARTI AXA LIFE INSURANCE WINS FICCI CLAIMS EXCELLENCE AWARD**

Bharti AXA Life Insurance has been recognized with the Claims Excellence Award by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) for its customer-friendly claims services, which have enabled the company to be awarded as the best claim handler and one of the best claim settlement companies in the insurance sector during 2018-19.

The company, which has been a part of the FICCI Claims Excellence Panel since the inception of the awards in 2018, has been identified as the best claim handler in the country for the year 2018-19.

**J&K’s first ever peaceful elections since 1990**

J&K’s first ever peaceful elections since 1990

The district administration and the elected representatives of the 151 gram panchayats of Jammu and Kashmir’s Kathua district have ensured that the elections were peaceful and free from any violence or disruption.

The election activities were conducted in a peaceful manner, and the people of the district voted in large numbers, forming a new council at the panchayat level.

**NEWLY CONSTRUCTED KHAULTHI-MUZAFFARNAGAR DOUBLED RAIL SECTION TESTED**

Working towards the commitment of the North Eastern Railway (NER) to double-track the route between Khatuli and Muzafranagar, a new rail section has been constructed.

The new rail section was inaugurated by the chief minister of Haryana, Manohar Lal Khattar, and the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh, Yogi Adityanath, in the presence of the Railway Minister, Ashwini Vaishnaw, and the Railway Secretary, Arun K Majumdar, among others.

**NOVEMBER 15 CELEBRATED AS NATIONAL PREDATOR DAY**

The day was observed in order to raise awareness about the importance of predators in maintaining the balance of nature and ensuring biodiversity.

**CHITTAGONG LAMARKIV SERVICE OBSERVES ANTI-TERRORISM DAY**

A national feature, the Anti-Terrorism Day was observed in Chittagong Lamarkiev Service Office in West Bengal recently, to uphold peace and promote harmony and understanding among all fellow human beings and fight the forces of destruction threatening human lives. The program was held in the presence of the Governor of J&K, Satish Dev, along with the Sangh Parivar and other religious leaders.
Ajay's throwback with Tabu

Actor AJAY DEVGIKUNJ DEVIKUNJ TABU

The actor posted the image on social media with the caption "With Tabu, my kids were very young." "I didn't do any film because I couldn't give the roles in films for a while as she was busy with Tabu. But I am grateful. With the collection it is not in man's nature, a film never dies. Thrice she didn't do well at the box office, it really worry me. But in future, I hope to do a bankable act."

Sanya Malhotra

Actress KARISHMA KAPOOR says about the role of her character, "To do all her stunts, I had to do full-fledged roles in films for a while as she was busy with Tabu. But I am grateful. With the collection it is not in man's nature, a film never dies. Thrice she didn't do well at the box office, it really worry me. But in future, I hope to do a bankable act."

The actress with her childhood friend, the one who is now the SWIFT PAPA/ HARI OM PRODUCTIONS, who is in the saddle in a different avatar and on a new path...

Did she get nervous acting in front of the camera after a gap? "No! My character "Acting is ingrained in a person. It is something that one learns when one is a kid. I was waiting for something really interesting to come my way. It was out of my choice that I didn't do any film because my legs were very young."

O'Shea is a huge fan of Godzilla

Actress ALISHA JACOB or ALIA Bhatt is set to take on the big screen as a member of the military in the east of Godzilla in the Wing of the Mothra. The actor is thrilled that her first film in the franchise "I was really not excited. You don't have anything else terrifying concerns for Godzilla fans. He is dominating and destroying, but he saved too. I always dis-associated the actor who played the Godzilla role, just save them. This will be my first Godzilla film when I actually can be a part of it."

Directed by Mariju Park, the film follows the heartthrob as a crypto-zoological expert into its members face off against the mighty Godzilla, who collides with Mothra, Pulsar and the three-headed Ghidorah.
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The two stars brought a It is being reported that Harvey Weinstein, after Tarantino's film, was in talks with the iconic actor, Deepika Padukone, to star in his upcoming film, 'The Devil's Advocate'. However, the negotiations reportedly fell through due to financial discrepancies and artistic differences.

The film, which is Tarantino’s first, "is about being tired and burnt out" according to the director. The story revolves around a detective who, after being wounded in a shooting, takes leave from the force to clear his name.

A MEETING WITH COPs

Actress RAANI MUKERJEE met the top female cop of Rajasthan during the shoot of Bardaari 2

A ctress Raani Mukerjee, who is currently in Rajasthan shooting for her upcoming film Bardaari 2, was in touch with the top female police officer of the state, Diwakar Pratap Singh, for the past one month. The meeting was scheduled to take place at the special screening of the film, which was to release on May 26.
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Thorgan Hazard joins Dortmund

Borussia Dortmund confirmed on Monday they have signed Thorgan Hazard, the younger brother of Chelsea star Eden, on a five-year deal from Borussia Monchengladbach.

The 23-year-old announced in August that he was leaving Monchengladbach, but the deal stalled over his international clearance.

Thorgan’s problems have been smoothed as finally Chelsea, who will pay €55 million for the Belgian winger, has resolved a lingering issue over his international status.

On Tuesday night, the German FA confirmed it had granted him a residence permit in the country, meaning he can finally leave the Bundesliga club.

The news has come as a huge relief to the teenager, who has been able to return to his dream of playing at the highest level.

Since leaving Chelsea in 2017, Hazard has been unable to play for the Belgian national team, leading to the blockage of his international clearance.

Now that the issue has been resolved, the teenager can finally pursue his goal of representing his country on the international stage.

Hazard’s move to Dortmund is a huge coup for the club, who have been looking to strengthen their squad with a quality player.

The teenager’s arrival will provide some much-needed competition for his older brother, Eden, who has established himself as one of the best wingers in Europe.

Thorgan’s addition to the squad will give the team a boost in attack and will provide an exciting prospect for the future.

Hazard’s signing is a testament to Dortmund’s ability to attract talented players, and it could be a major turning point for the club’s fortunes.

The move also highlights the club’s commitment to building a strong youth system, as they have been able to secure the services of such a promising player.

Thorgan Hazard is set to join the squad and will be looking to make his mark on the pitch as soon as possible.

Hazard is a Chelsea benchmark: Pulisic

German sports daily Bild is reporting that Chelsea have already lined up a replacement for Christian Pulisic.

The US international is said to be close to joining the Blues on a permanent deal, after the two clubs agreed to a transfer fee of around €80 million.

The deal, which includes an €8 million ‘performance clause’, could be announced in the coming days.

Pulisic has had a tough time at Stamford Bridge, struggling to find his best form in a Chelsea side that has struggled for consistency.

However, the US international’s representatives are said to have been impressed with the offer, and Chelsea are confident of securing the deal.

Pulisic’s departure could open the door for Christian Pulisic to return to London, after his loan spell from Dortmund.

The American international was a key player for the German club, and his return to the Premier League could be a boost for both Chelsea and Pulisic.

Pulisic’s move to Chelsea was seen as a major coup for the Blues, but his time at the club has not been as successful as hoped.

However, with Chelsea facing a difficult season and Pulisic looking for a fresh start, the deal could be the perfect opportunity for both parties.

The move could also give Chelsea the funds to invest in other key areas of the team, strengthening their squad and increasing their chances of success in the Premier League.
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VIRAT ALONE CAN’T WIN WC: TENDULKAR

Sachin feels Indian teammates need to step up & perform consistently and help captain Kohli during WC

Sachin Tendulkar has warned that the Indian team could struggle with the absence of Virat Kohli in the World Cup.

While speaking at a promotional event in New Delhi, Tendulkar said, "It is important for us to understand that the team is not just Virat Kohli, it's the entire team. We need to step up and perform consistently."

He further added, "Virat is a very important player, but we cannot rely on him alone. Every player has to contribute. We need to have a balanced team and perform consistently in all formats."